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Letter From the Editor

Road Trip. They will get to travel with the
editorial team and shoot amazing fashions in some of the most exclusive spots
in the city!

Summer is over, and you know what
THAT means! THE FALL CREATIVE
SEASON IS HERE!
We have a couple of things happening
this fall. We are hosting a Meet and
Greet in San Antonio in October. We
are encouraging people to dress up and
bring their cameras. Let’s network and
create together!
We have also partnered with Nina Sarahphina Style Studio of Austin, Texas to
bring you some fall fun. We will be hosting a photo shoot challenge for seven
teams of models, photographers and
makeup artists. The challenge winner
will receive $700 cash, and the photography winner will win a sponsorship for
the Indie Soleil New Orleans Fashion

Both events will be announced on our
website and on our social media pages,
so be sure to stay tuned for those opportunities.
You may have noticed that we changed
our theme format. We will still have
themed color issues, but the themes will
be much broader and more accessible
to our contributors moving forward. We
are looking less for a literal interpretation
of a theme and more for a mood that we
want to see in each issue. We have begun the process of issuing mood boards
so that folks will have a better idea of
what we are looking for. This will also
help give more variety for our readers
who subscribe to our issues.
Another change that we are implementing is that we are creating more layout
space for our writers. You have asked
for it, and we are making it happen.
Writers have often told us that they
appreciate our unconventional selection
process for writing submissions. We do
not impose word limits, formats, ect. We
simply accept what we like, and often
we find imagery that will pair well with
their piece. But they have also told us
that they would like to see more writing
features in our issues. We want to create a platform for writers to express their
ideas and creativity as well. So we are
opening those doors!

We do not claim to be a literary magazine, but given the right amount of subscriber interest, and the amount of writer
contributions, we can certainly see this
developing into something bigger than it
currently is.

As props are made, looks are developed, models are casted and creative
hands begin their work, we wish you an
inspirational September and cannot wait
to see what you create!

We will now consider the following for
future issues:
1. Short stories
2. Articles submissions on any creative
industry topic (with or without accompanying imagery)
3. Poetry
4. Recurring column features
5. How To and Instructional pieces that
creatives would benefit from
6. Art tutorials
7. Creative individual features
8. Fashion industry professional features
9. Inspiring personal stories
10. Lore and legends
Our team will provide images for the
articles if you don’t have any readily
available. The important thing for us is to
provide a platform for which your voice
can be heard.
Many people will argue that literature,
fashion and art cannot flow well together, but we at Indie Soleil like to break
rules and scoff conventions.
As for the AQUATIC issue, we are so
proud of the imagery that this issue
features! Well done creatives! Our office
has been plastered with beautiful imagery this month, and we could not be
happier.

Photo by Indigoldie Art Photography
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Found Objects, at Lieutenant Island
by lynne viti

We’ve walked here for thirty years now.
I bend down for a tiny oyster shell
no bigger than my thumbnail.
I find another, then another
until my palm is full of miniatures,
their edges faintly scalloped
creamy white, veined deep purple.
These creatures never got a start,
never grew a pearl, never
graced the table,
never grew plump, were never
pried open,
half their their shells discarded,
were never oysters resting on sparkling ice
cozy with lemon wedges
never sucked down by eager patrons,
chased with sancerre or chardonnay.
I slide the tiny shells
Onto my desk top, arrange them
in a line—
little wasted things.
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HEIR AND SEA
BY GEORGE SALIS

She swam as a fish among fish, a scaled and finned body.
The sound of the churning water like an echo chamber.
Then she was neither fish nor infant, but unborn baby. Fetus-formed, she backstroked in the russet sea of her mother’s womb. She continued to perceive the fish beside her,
around her. What are you doing in my mother? she asked the
group of fish. This is my home. The slimy creatures looked at
her with omniscient eyes. This is our element, not yours, they
said. Then she was human again, in the shivering river, as
she always had been. She was translucent now, red and blue
veins like tattoos beneath her jelly flesh, deeper still was the
soft chalk of her skeleton. I’m not one of you, she said. They
hovered closer, as if to whisper in her ears. No, you are not.
Her eyes slid like egg yolks to the side of her head, over her
fragile temples. Fissures appeared at the hinges of her jaw.
She thought that if she tried hard enough she could get used
to this netherworld. Can I be in your family? she asked. Five
of them laughed, pearly bubbles escaping from their pink
mouths. Then they vanished. The water vanished.
She vanished.
A grassy knoll was the crib on which she awoke. Soaked
clothing as blankets. The sun and clouds hanging, gently
spinning round and round. This world was as scentless as
the other. She had a tummy ache. Her stomach was swollen
with little, glowing spheres. Thousands of fish eggs, pulsing.
In her mind she gasped-choked-wailed at an ever-increasing
pitch, until a woman came upon this stray urchin.
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“Oh my…help! Someone help!”
They pushed on her stomach, they breathed air into her water-logged lungs. What was oxygen? Poison. They persisted
for hours until she ejected the precious eggs and the halfformed organisms floundered against the floor. Her stomach
was flat again, but with golden stretch marks rippling around
her navel. She breathed the poison for the first time since
her quarter-mile journey through the Styx. Her mother and
father, the doctors and nurses, all faces familiar and not
surrounded the bed. They regarded her as if she were a
messenger from that underworld, as if she clutched the
scepter of Hermes like a rattle, petite wings protruding
from her ankles. But she wasn’t. She had returned only as a
deathless child.
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Afterward, she grew into a gorgeous woman, but the doctors
took note of the unnatural webbing between her toes, the
barnacle-crust on her elbows, the translucency of her eyelids when examined up to the light. She became a competitive swimmer with the grace of a dolphin, winning medals
throughout high school and into her freshman year of college. She was obsessed with the sea, that larger body of water which contained untold creatures—not just alien anglers,
goblin sharks, and vampire squids, but also marine beings so
deep within the trenches of the ocean floor that they were
made of liquid darkness, held together by the very pressure of the earth’s water. She seemed to connect with all of
them on a telepathic level, as with the melancholy mantra of
whales. To be terraqueous was to be a vagabond. At nightfall
she swam in the sea, beneath the stirring surface for minutes or hours at a time.

Her classmates and teachers at school began to wonder.
Where did she go? Surely not just for a swim? Those with
more practical minds thought she used her mania for swimming as an excuse to defy her curfew and engage in nonsense with boys, singing from the rock-clustered dock in order to attract the most handsome of them. Some said that
she was learning to breathe water itself, others said that she,
being so beautiful, was the princess of an Atlantis-like kingdom and lived a double life. She knew of the rumors but ignored them, consoled by the subaqueous susurrates that her
webbed toes detected on the shore of the beach, the veiny
membranes quivering with obscure linguistics.
When she went missing, the rumors exaggerated, refracted,
until everyone in the town wanted to know where she had
escaped, where she had gotten lost, where she had been taken against her will. They searched not just the beaches but
the lakes and rivers and marshes, too. Some listened to the
groaning and clanging of their home plumbing in case she
was sending them SOS messages. Those murmuring pipes
suddenly tapped Morse code from within the walls of her
family’s home. Friends also reported sidereal patterns in the
rain as it lashed their windows. Over time people began to
forget, lose interest, allow distraction by the trivial yet urgent
errands of daily life. The missing girl’s father spent hours
tending to Chiron, his pet steed, riding him in and out of rain,
wind, hail, dusk, and treating a chronic occurrence of thrush
on the left hoof of his foreleg that smelled of rotted wood.
The missing girl’s mother lingered on the porch, rocking back
and forth on a chain-suspended bench and knitting a cable
crown headband by day that she would unknit by night,
beginning again the next morning.
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The mother did this thirty times before it turned out that
their daughter wasn’t trapped in the sewer system like a fabled alligator, nor was she turned into a bog mummy amidst
the Everglades. She was found washed ashore on the beach
she frequented. Her body sponge-like, her eyes crystalline,
her nails somehow grown twice their length. Within the seaweed of her hair was the rosy paste of a head wound. The
coroner declared that she was tossed and turned within the
frenzy of a wave and dashed against the sharp rocks by the
dock she often dove from.
Her parents wanted to cremate her and throw her ashes
into the foam of the waves she loved so much, even though
water was twice the death of her, but her body was like permanently wet firewood, and refused to catch flame. All the
incinerator did was cover her skin in a layer of ash. Her parents settled for a less conventional ceremony: a Norse funeral, where the deceased was pushed afloat in a miniature
ship and then sunk by flaming arrows, for her classmates
and professors had let it be known how much she adored
the cosmic immensity of Yggdrasil and the uroboric wonder
of Jörmungandr. When they performed this ritual, in the presence of family and friends and a massive crowd of uninvited
onlookers, the ship burned and dipped below until gone, but
her blackened body remained, and did so for days, a buoying void in the sea, until one night the sunset covered all
the water with hues of pink and purple, and the hole of her
was never seen again. Many believed she had descended the
throne.
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Originally printed in CultureCult Magazine
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MERMAIDS
AS SEEN IN THE ARTS

Something has captured the human
fascination with a creature that is half
human and half fish. The mermaid character appears in all continents and in
cultural folklore worldwide.
Before scuba diving, before underwater
cameras, and before deep sea exploring
- there was only imagination. There was
no way for a man or woman to see the
underwater world that we know today.
For early cultures that used seafaring as
their main method of transportation, they
really had no perception of what lay beneath the surface of the sea. It really is
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no surprise that we created these ideas
of fantastical creatures evolving from the
sea, as the sea itself was so mysterious
and life giving.
The first merperson used for artistic
purposes was found in ancient Babylon
over 7,000 years ago, and in fact was a
merman rather than a mermaid. He was
Ea, the god or arts, sciences and general knowledge. Some say he was later
evolved by the Greeks and the Romans
into Poseidon and Neptune. All three are
depicted on clay walls, pottery and mosaics.

As the character of the merperson
evolved, it began to take on feminie
qualities. Various cultures adapted it to
fit their perception of what women were
in society. Some portrayed them as virtuous and beautiful, others as deceptive
and dangerous. The mermaid held true
to those qualities of the ocean. Beautiful, mysterious and powerful. They were
known to have the capability to calm or
disturb the sea, and thus the legend of
the mermaid was reverred and feared by
sailors across the world.
Indeed, according to Greek legend,
Alexander the Great’s sister, Thessalonike of Macedon, was rumored to have
transformed into a mermaid after her
death. She was said to have inhabited
in the Aegean Sea, maintaining control
over any voyage’s outcome based on
one question regarding her brother Alexander’s legacy. Given the wrong answer,
she could unleash a storm that would
destroy both vessel and the crew it contained.
The Sirens from the Greek tale The
Odyssey made their appearance among
many Greek artists and Greek revival
artworks, and many embodied the physical appearance of what we know as
the mermaid. The Sirens were known to
sing so sweetly that sailors would become distracted and crash their boats
upon the rocks. This was a much more
devious and villainous perception of the
mermaid. Though beautiful, they were
ultimately in the same category of monster as a cyclops or hydra.

The Warsaw Mermaid, public domain

In Eastern Europe, the figure of the mermaid becomes creepier and more sorrowful. Called Rusalkas, they are beautiful undead spirits; usually the vengeful
souls of young women who died from
drowning. They seduce young men into
the water and kill them by drowning, or
tickling them to death. Rusalkas in Eastern European art represent the colorful
and ornate clothing of the period, but the
mood of these artworks is as dark and
brooding as the subject matter.
Like most medieval art, mermaids were
depicted as symbols of religious value.
The Western Roman Church depicted
her as a sultry temptress waiting to lure
the faithful into a den of wickedness and
depravity. She was everything that was
wrong with women in society, Truly, she
developed a bad rap.
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Not all mermaid lore is quite so condemning. In Warsaw, Poland as early as
1390 A.D., the mermaid became part of
the coat of arms and is considered the
protector of that town. Indeed, statues
and artworks depict her with shield and
sword in hand, ready to strike down the
city’s foes.

tattoos were of mermaids, reminding the
wearer that his profession was just as
unpredictable as the artwork on this arm.

The mermaid as a mythological creature
is still a very powerful symbol. Indeed,
world famous coffee house Starbucks
features it on their company logo - a
siren calling you to their product, if you
Mermaids are also associated with vanity will. It is arguable that their mermaid
and beauty, and are often depicted with
logo has propelled them into an instantly
a comb and in some instances a mirror.
recognizable household name.
Many manufacturers of women’s beauty
products have implemented the mermaid Following the popular animated film of
in their designs, from hair combs themthe 90s, the mermaid took on an innoselves to powder room storage and prod- cent, naive and more approachable peructs. She represented elegance.
sona. She shows up in artworks all over
the world as classy, beautiful and serene;
Perhaps the most popular and well
quite different from her ancestral beginknown mermaid character in Hans Chris- nings in art history.
tian Anderson’s The Little Mermaid.
However, the original story is far from the It will be interesting to see how the merWalt Disney version. The premise of the maid evolves into art as we understand
literary tale is of a mermaid who is seek- more about the ecology of the ocean.
ing a human husband in order to earn
What we know for sure is that she is defia soul. A victim, more than a vamp or a
nitely here to stay!
powerful figure, though she does save
Article by Natasha
the handsome prince from certain death
Luna
when he nearly drowns. Her transition
into humanhood is actually quite painful,
Photography
and continues to cause excruciating pain
Reshana Fannis
while also taking away her voice. The
Photography
prince ends up marrying someone else
costume design
and she ends up alone, though through
Reshana Fannis
extraordinary circumstances, she is alPhotography
lowed to ascend into heaven after serving mankind for three hundred years.
make up
The mermaid is still a powerful and
feared figure among sailing industries.
Some of the earliest modern styled
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MUAJALI - Jalicia Burk
Model
Dolce Lanique
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Photographer: Kelsey Cuppy . Model/HMUA: Tetra Tormenta . Stylist: Jacqui Laine Designs
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Photographer: RMH Photography Las Vegas
Model: Colie Knoke
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Photographer: Pearlescent Photo, LLC
Models: Gina Lombardo & Lauren Funk
MUA: La Prima Beauty
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Alexis Bonavitacola Art
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I will return to you
Just as the tide returns every night
Crashing waves
Making things anew
~Holly Schumaker~
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